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Šis ir itensanerts tksets, ja jūs vraat

izsīlat šo testku, tad jūs east vines no

no 100 cilkievēm, krui var šdāu testku

izsīlat. Kbridžaems uniitātversē ir

aājutklši, ka ciēlvki līšanasā utvezr vsiu

vārdu kpoā un nav srīgvai kdāā seībcā ir

bturi vdārā. Svrīgai ir, lai prmiais un

pējdēais bturs neinmaās, pējiāre var būt

sainmaīti un cilkvēs sēps izlsīat testku.

Vai Jmus izvādes?
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Reading Competence

Reading competence – ability

UNDERSTAND

EVALUATE 

USE 

written text to

➢ achieve the goal,

➢ develop knowledge and potential,

➢ participate in society.

(International Programme for Pupil Assessment (SSNP))
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Reading Competence

Reading competence means 

not only the ability to PERCEIVE the general meaning of 
the text, but also

UNDERSTAND the author's communicative purpose,

ASSESS his ability to achieve this,

reasonably EXPRESS opinion on the text.

(International Programme for Pupil Assessment (SSNP))
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Diagnostic test 
in Latvian for 6th grade
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Diagnostic test 
in Latvian for 6th grade
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1.1.3. Clearly and with 

understanding reads a text that 

is in line with learning and 

their interests. Answers 

questions and asks questions 

themselves

1.1.3. Reads a text that is 

appropriate for learning and 

their interests quickly and with 

understanding. By finding the 

main words and phrases in it, 

answering questions and 

asking questions, determines 

the main idea of the text and 

the ideas expressed in it. 

Formulate an opinion on the 

usefulness of the text and the 

possibilities for further use

1.1.3. With understanding read 

texts that differ in content, 

structure and genres, seeing the 

most important features of the 

use of language. Analyzes and 

explains the text, evaluates 

their understanding. Compares 

what was read with what was 

known before, determines 

reflections the text has created

Finishing 3rd grade Finishing 6rd grade Finishing 9rd grade

Cabinet Regulation No. 747

Riga, 27 November 2018 

Regulations Regarding Samples of State Elementary Education 

Standards and Elementary Education Programmes
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Finishing 3rd grade Finishing 6rd grade Finishing 9rd grade

1.1.9. Finds information in 

text, including tables, 

diagrams, diagrams, thought 

maps. Judge it according to 

simple criteria: 

known/unknown, 

interesting/boring, 

plausible/unlikely. Compares 

with personal experience

1.1.9. Gather information from 

thematically related sources 

according to the objective. 

Distinguishes what is 

necessary from excess, 

important from minor, 

evaluates the reliability of the 

information. Arranges it in a 

specific order or way

1.1.9. Compares several 

sources of information, chooses 

the most reliable ones, justifies 

the choice. Integrates and 

interprets information from 

different sources. A type of 

information processing and 

structuring appropriate to the 

purpose shall be chosen. Sees 

and compares relationships, 

sequence of events, causes and 

consequences
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2.1.1. Uses the title and main 

words of the text, determines 

the subject and main point of 

the text, compares with the 

opinion of others, and 

concludes on the common and 

different

2.1.1. Uses a text title, key 

sentences, and keywords, 

determines the subject, main 

thought, and purpose of the 

text. Compares with another 

opinion and draws conclusions

2.1.1. Uses keyword detection 

techniques and knowledge of 

the graphical means of visual 

presentation of text to interpret 

and evaluate text and its main 

thought. Compares with 

another opinion and draws 

conclusions

Finishing 3rd grade Finishing 6rd grade Finishing 9rd grade



Diagnostic test/exam 
Latvian
Grades 3, 6/Grade 9

Learners in the reading part 
find and compile detailed information in the text; 
evaluate the information provided in the text (whether or not the 

content of the text is in line with the content of the text, whether the text 
contains this information); 

are able to ask questions about the text; 
are able to explain direct and transferred meanings of 

words/phraseologies; 
supplement sentences according to the content of the text; 
are able to find an appropriate word in the text based on the meaning 

of the proposed words; 
are able to find means of imaginative expression of the language in 

the text; 
express opinion on the basis of the content of the text.
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Diagnostic test/exam 
Latvian
Grades 3, 6/Grade 9
Text types/ topics

Learners in a reading part  are offered

•works of different genres:

➢ Fiction

➢ publicity,

➢ advertisements/tables/diagrams/images; 

•different topics:

➢ language

➢ history, geography

➢ science etc.
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Reading Competence
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35% of pupils (9 out of 18 points)
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Reading Competence
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Reading Competence
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Task 1 (3 points). In the highlighted part of the text, find and write out what was asked!

Synonymous for the word "delighted" – elated (45.84%)

Antonym for the word "calm" – restless (50.36%)

Diminutive – sauna (23.63%) , whisks (25.29%)

Task 4 (2 points). What Paija wants to say to the boys, saying, "These brooms will 

spank you harder than you can imagine!" (57.01%)

Task 5 (3 points). Do you agree that such behaviour by Paija can be seen as a joke? 

Explain why!

An additional point shall be obtained if information is given on the harmfulness of hogweed. 

(38.5%)
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Reading Competence
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Reading Competence
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23% (10 out of 

19)
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Reading Competence

Read an excerpt from Māra Zālīte's novel "Five Fingers" and do 
tasks 5–6!

But what's that? It's not good with a turkey either.
Usually she is calm and cute, but now she runs around the yard 

like she is burned. Where are the little turkeys? They are not visible. Well, 
it is clear why the turkey does not have a calm heart and why the old 
turkey jumps out of her pants.

Task 5 (1 point). Mark «x» in which meaning the word calm is 
used in the text! (57%) 

One where there is no movement, also (strong) sound (about the 
surroundings, place). 

Slow, smooth, leisurely (about movement, course, activity). 
One that is not active, energetic, also aggressive. One who puts up 

with whom, submits to whom. 

Task 6 (3 points). Write three phraseologisms from the text and 
explain them! (78; 71; 39% (56%))
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Reading Competence

Literacy or habit

Explain the word combination "thick wallet"!

__________________________________

Explain the word "thick wallet" in the text!

__________________________________
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Reading Competence
Literacy or habit
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52%



Reading Competence
Literacy or habit
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53%

52%



Reading Competence
Literacy or habit
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41%



Reading Competence
For reflection Literacy teaching in Europe: 

context, policy and practice

28

Learning fluent reading is another element in

the development of basic reading skills, because

without reading fluently, students may have

difficulty understanding what they read.
T. V. Rasinskis (Rasinski, 2003)

Fluent reading – ability to read fragments of

text correctly, quickly, effortlessly and with the

appropriate expression.
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For reflection
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"Read to learn" 

•continue developing skills of name (term) 

recognition, 

•improve fluent reading and speed of reading 

related text. 

Students who do not develop these basic reading skills 

may face a variety of difficulties in achieving the purpose 

of reading — understanding the text they read and using 

reading as a learning tool.



Reading Competence
For reflection
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Text comprehension strategies

• Drawing or interpreting conclusions 
during reading of text and graphic data: discovering not only the literal meaning of the text, 

but also other meanings; asking and answering text-related questions; drawing conclusions on 

the basis of the text; creating associations between text and images. 

• Summarizing the text and focusing on the most 

important information at random:
identification and separation the key ideas from secondary ones; studying the structure of the 

text by creating subtitles; identification of the main characters, events or elements in literary 

works.
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For reflection
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Text comprehension strategies

• Linking between different parts of the text:
o find information, using text organization elements (headings, 

table of contents, index) 

o hypotheses about the content or genres of text; recognition of 

elements of the structure of the text (introduction, main parts, 

conclusion, narration, dialogues, etc.c);

o chronology of events in literary texts.



Reading Competence
For reflection
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Text comprehension strategies

• Use of additional knowledge:
linking written texts to personal experience, culture, and knowledge before, during and 

after reading.

• Self-examination or self-monitoring of text 

comprehension:
o clarifying the meaning of not understood words and passages of text;

o asking questions and using reference tools; 

o re-reading the unclear passages of text 

o retelling part of the text in their own words.



Reading Competence
For reflection
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Text comprehension strategies

• Creating visual images: 

o depicting the written content in a drawing, rendering the development of a 

story in a chart 

o converting written text to graphs, tables, scales, or visual images; 

o imagining scenes while reading a play



Reading Competence
For reflection
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• Basics of research and theory: 
teachers need to develop a deep understanding of the development

of language and literacy, as well as of learning theory and

motivation, so that they can effectively justify teaching-related

decision-making.

• "Word level" teaching strategies: 
teachers need to be prepared to use a number of strategies to

develop students' knowledge of the meaning of words and their

ability to identify words.



Reading Competence
For reflection
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• "Text level" awareness strategies: 
teachers need to be prepared to teach a number of strategies that

readers can use to construct the meaning of a text and monitor

its understanding. They need to understand the ways in which

teaching vocabulary (word meanings) and free use of it can raise

awareness and develop the capabilities of critical analysis of the

text, taking into account different aspects.

• Linkage between reading and writing: 
teachers need to be prepared to teach strategies that link writing

to reading literary and informative texts, thus raising awareness.

This is related to focusing on teaching the tradition of writing.



Reading Competence
For reflection
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• Teaching methods and materials: 
teachers need to be prepared to use different teaching strategies and

materials selectively, appropriately and flexibly.

• Evaluation: 
teachers should be prepared to use appropriate assessment

methods that complement learning-related decision-making and

reflection appropriate to specific situations.
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Read the text and analyze the statement!

John and his grandfather Richard love mushroom picking. About a

kilometer from home there is a forest where penny buns, woolly milkcaps and

ugly milk-caps grow – mushrooms popular with men.

No 

Statement Yes No Not mentioned:

Such 

as.
Various mushrooms grow in the 
forest.

X

1. Richard's grandson is called John.

2. 
Richard is the father of John's 
mother.

3. John's a townsman.

4. The forest is located near the houses.

5. Chanterelles also grow in the forest.

Conditions for creating tasks



Diagnostic test 
in Latvian for 6th grade
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Task 12 (6 points). Study the text on the LNB 1st and M floor plan! Continue 

sentences by typing in the missing information! 

1. In the direction from the entrance behind the 3rd exhibition hall is located ___________

2. To the left of the wardrobe is arranged _________________

3. Documents can be reproduced on the ________ floor.

4. The reading room, which also offers books in Chinese and Japanese, is located next to 

_________________________________________________________________.

5. _________ has also a Readers' Training Class and 

cognitive and creative environment for young people is arranged..
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Read the statements and mark the appropriate answer with an 

"X"!

Reading and understanding the instruction 

Statement Yes No 
Not 

mentioned

LNB reader card for children can be received by a 

student if he or she is under 15 years of age

(62%)

If the reader is 5 to 14 years old, he or she shall be issued with a children's reader card of 

the National Library of Latvia. 

Three euros must be paid for the production of the LNB 

reader card.

(62%)

Making a reader card is free of charge. If the reader's card is lost, a new card is made for 

the reader at the reception, for which three euros must be paid.
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Statement Yes No 

Not 

mentione

d

You have to pay one euro for using the locker. (54%)

To use the locker you must carry one euro. (54%)

You can also bring drinking water with you to the 

reading rooms.

(39%)

You can also bring chips and juice with you to the 

reading rooms. 

(39%)

It is allowed to bring personal books and various printed publications, portable

computers and the necessary technical devices into the reading rooms. In order to bring

other personal belongings, including food and drink, the library staff should be asked for

the permission. But bags of all sizes must be left in the wardrobe or storage room in the

locker, leaving a one-euro coin in the lock, which is returned after the locker is used.

Read the statements and mark the appropriate 

answer with an "X"!

Reading and understanding the instruction
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Diagnostic work in science

Use the provided information to answer the questions in Task 5–9! 

Students grew velvet seedlings in small group classes. In three equal 

boxes, they poured the soil and planted 10 seedlings of approximately 

the same length in each. Seedlings in all boxes were watered once a day. 

The seedlings in the first box were watered only with clean water. On 

the first and seventh days, a fertilizer Tivo was added to the watering 

water of seedlings. 1 ml of fertiliser was added to the water with which 

the seedlings were watered in the second box, and 2 ml in the third box. 

Students took regular measurements and summarized their results in a 

diagram.

Task 7

On what day did Tivo was added to the water? 

A in the first

B in the third

C in the seventh

D none
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Conclusions:

• During remote learning, the vocabulary is improved less;

• Without being in the classroom, only motivated students mostly make

progress;

• The fewer online hours, the less likely it is to track students' literacy

developments systematically;

• It is necessary to work more intensively with literacy tasks in order to

improve vocabulary, understanding of the text, develop the perception of

subtext and transferred meaning;

• The diversity of tasks is essential so that no single strategy is developed;

• When selecting texts, look for the topical, interesting, essential, but also

teaching and enriching for the specific age;

• To promote reading of fiction, thus contributing to the development of all

the aforementioned skills.



Diagnostic test
Latvian
Grades 3, 6

In preparation for the oral part, learners choose to read a work of art 
that is not included in the school curriculum and prepare a about 2-3 
minutes long narrative  about this book. 

The narrative shall be based on the proposed plan. 

1. Author, title of the work. 
2. The theme of the work / the main idea / problem (what is the work 
of fiction, what issues or 
problems were solved in the work of the art). 
3. Characteristics of the visual design of the book (book cover, 
illustrations). 
4. A brief recount of the content (the main, most interesting events). 
5. Brief description of the main characters (external portrait, character 
traits 
liked/disliked). 
6. Insights after reading the book (a suggestion for others to read this 
book as well). 
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Evaluate the form and content of the text. 
Diagnostic test in text literacy at the start 
of grade 7 

The purpose of the diagnostic test is to evaluate the 

strengths and weaknesses of the text literacy, 

to clarify if support is necessary. 

With the updated elementary education standard, diagnostic works are 
separated from the state examinations, there is not a specific time for 
doing them. 

Text literacy is undoubtedly necessary for learning all the rest of 
subjects, that is why interdisciplinary work has been developed in two 
areas: social and civic and natural sciences. 
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Evaluate the form and content of the text. 
Diagnostic test in text literacy at the start 
of grade 7 

•Find information in different types of text that is not directly specified or can only be 
detected by combining several pieces of information. 
•Arrange the information in chronological order, specify whether it is in line  with the 
instructions using different sources of information. 
•The purpose of searching for information should be formulated and the information 
processing strategy used should be justified.

•The complex information found in the text shall be explained and substantiated using 
other sources of information. 
•Group and classify text information using the most appropriate type of purpose, explain 
and justify grouping principles, see, if any, alternative approaches. 
•Formulate questions about the ideas expressed in the text using complex, previously 
acquired knowledge. 
•Opinion argumentation demonstrates a multifaceted experience and knowledge of more 
than one field.

•The reliability of the information is assessed by classifying and comparing it and taking 
into account the context, the views and perspectives expressed in the reports. 
•When evaluating text information, causality is seen and risks assessed, if necessary, 
accurate calculations are carried out. 
•Evaluates and describes possibilities of using the text. 
•When assessing relevance of text for the target audience, restructure the text by changing 
its form. 
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JURY OF CHILDREN, 

YOUNG PEOPLE AND 

PARENTS
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